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TYNDP2022: Already includes Hydrogen projects.
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Looking into the future vs. Dealing with the moment

We cannot talk about long-term perspectives,
without looking at short-term Security of Supply.
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TSOs: Reaction to the current situation
Invasion of Ukraine and subsequent challenges
ENTSOG facilitates regular ReCo calls (Regional Coordination) to
exchange information between Gas TSOs in Europe. Steady contact with
European Commission, Gas Coordination Group and ACER.
New tools and capacity enhancements in reaction to changed gas flows.
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Ramping up the Hydrogen Economy
Hydrogen: ENTSOG’s work for the future

Reaching the hydrogen targets
Value chain: Facilitating dialogue
Delivering: Technical aspects – geography, consumers, producers?
Repurposing gas pipelines for H2 = fastest and most cost effective
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REPowerEU: Gas and Hydrogen
 Potential hydrogen corridors laid
out by REPowerEU
 Direction West-to-East –
infrastructure is robust
 ENTSOG supports this objective
by mapping the hydrogen
corridors with relevant
stakeholders.
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Hydrogen and Decarbonised Gas Package

A new market will emerge on the basis of the package - we fully
support the development of EU hydrogen network.
 Inclusion of renewable and low-carbon gases
 Security of Supply
 Framework on methane emissons

Some points of concern influencing the speed of the development
of the hydrogen network.
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Energy Transition: Key Factors of Success
Engagement along the whole value chain
Cooperation and coordination at EU level is of utmost importance to create a European market together. We have to build a
whole new value chain from scratch - production, transmission to consumption – with the necessary infrastructure (corridors,
clusters , terminals).

Robust regulatory framework
We need a toolkit with a clear regulatory framework - giving investors certainty, clear signals, proper incentives and
administrative and financial support. Build on the best features of the 3rd Energy Package: liquidity, open access, transparency,
synergies.

Use synergies and efficiency – time is key
Decarbonisation is more effective with Energy System Integration.
We need to use all possible advantages. Repurposing and retrofitting existing infrastructure is the most cost-effective way to
build the hydrogen grid and develop a hydrogen backbone.

Maintain Security of Supply throughout the transition
Security of Supply is needed at all times for gas and hydrogen. A long-term holistic energy policy focuses on all
three energy pillars - energy security, sustainability and affordability.
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Thank you for your attention
Piotr Kus, General Director
piotr.kus@entsog.eu
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